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Mission Statement & Philosophy 
 

 
 

A Learning Centre That Makes a Difference! 
 
 
 

Utilizing the philosophy of the Medicine Wheel, Urban Circle Training Centre Inc. is a non -

profit, community-based organization whose objective is to provide Aboriginal People with skill 

specific training targeted to job-market demands. 
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Message from the Elders  

Thank you to all our Students, Staff, Volunteers, Board Members, 

and Funders. This is a very exciting time as we move forward on 

this journey to strengthen the Holistic Model that guides us to our 

own true way of life. We welcome our new Holistic Governance 

Model Circle which is unique and brings a new and special shining 

light guiding our circle path. It is with great pleasure we announce 

Haven Stumpf (Urban Circle Alumni) and Eleanor Thompson 

(founder) on this new Holistic Governance Model Circle.  

Thank you to all the staff that is committed to helping our students 

in every way possible to help them succeed. We commend you for 

doing a great job. We will continue to heal, grow, and learn personally; as our teams and as an 

organization guided by our Creator.  

Meegwetch,  

Elder Stella Blackbird and Elder Audrey Bone  

Elders Helper Gladys Marinko (receiving mentoring from the Elders) 

 

 

Message from the Board of Directors 
 

 
 

On behalf of the Board of Directors, welcome to the 2015-2016 Annual General Meeting of 

Urban Circle Training Centre, Inc. We are pleased for this opportunity to share our journey of 

this past year with you, and to thank Creator who has guided us, and brought us through this 

year of challenge, change and opportunity. 

We acknowledge the commitment and energy of the students, the love and dedication of the 

staff, and the belief and support of so many individuals, and the community at large who have 

supported and contributed to the success of the Centre. 

The staff team continues to be the heart, face and strength of Urban Circle. Their love, 

commitment and energy are ever apparent as they guide, mentor, support and teach the 

students throughout their programs to allow them to achieve their educational and personal 

goals. Thank you so much to all of you who devote so much to this organization. 
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Our Elders, Stella Blackbird, Audrey Bone and Ann Callahan continue to share their gifts and 

wisdom in providing teachings and guidance to the students and staff, and Board. For all your 

kindness, empathy and generosity we thank you. We are so very blessed that Creator has 

allowed you to walk with us as mentors and guides. We have missed the presence of Elder Ann 

Callahan who is recuperating following a serious fall this past summer. Hurry back Ann. We 

send our love and prayers to you for your recovery. 

Urban Circle is accountable to the community and the Board of Directors. The Board is a group 

of community members who give of their time willingly to set policy, and provide direction for the 

Centre and support and guidance to the Co-Directors and staff.  

This year saw the departure of two long-serving staff members, Kim Embleton, Co-Director, and 

Yvonne Landon, Finance Manager. We wish them every success as they further their career 

goals. 

Over 50 businesses, corporations, education and health institutions, as well as tribal councils, 

government departments and community organizations are represented on the Centre’s 

Employer Advisory Committees. These Committees meet twice a year to provide on-going 

advice and support for the Centre’s programs. 

Thank you to our Employer Advisors, funders, community and institutional partners, work place 

hosts and employers. You have shown over the years that you are committed to the success of 

our students and Urban Circle’s success. We are honored to be working with you. 

The staff team and the Board of Directors are looking forward to a future of new and exciting 

opportunities and successes. We place our trust in Creator as we continue to build on the 

Sacred Teachings of Love, Respect, Humility, Honesty, Wisdom, Courage and Truth. 

 

Meegwetch, Thank you. 
 

 

Vern Dano                    Wendy Prince 
Co-Chair                        Co-Chair 
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Message from the Director of Operations 
 
This report will be my official first report in this position as Director of Operations for the AGM.  This 
year has been filled with a roller coaster of emotions.  There have been so many staffing and 
organizational changes.  As an employee of Urban Circle for the past 21 years it has been over-
whelming to look back and observe these changes evolve into a continuum of positive changes.   
 
In July of 2015 the organization lost two of its leaders and the Elders approached me and asked me 
if I could assist with running the organization.  I really didn’t want to as I did not have the confidence 
but felt if I didn’t take on this job then I was afraid of what could of became of Urban Circle so I 
accepted the position.  It was a difficult year – not only full of changes but also carrying the many 
roles and many duties in Human Resources Management,  overseeing the day-to-day functions of 
Urban Circle and all this while still working in my old position as the Intake 
Coordinator/Recruiter/Community Liaison.  It was very busy working many hundreds of over-time 
hours in this over-whelming job but I continued to move forward with the help and support of my 
colleague, friend and founder of Urban Circle, Eleanor Thompson, and our Elders and Board of 
Directors.  I was a “green-horn” always sitting back observing and not feeling the confidence of the 
role but today I feel very confident moving our organization ahead to be the best Adult Learning 
Centre for our Indigenous Community.  
 
With these staffing changes in the 2015-2016 year we want to say farewell and wish the former staff 
all best in their future endeavours and thank them for their commitment during their time at Urban 
Circle.  We also want to say WELCOME to our new staff members Kayla Sittler, Tricia Dano, Lee 
Sanderson, Brianne Sand, Shawna Spence and Patti Wandowich who left briefly and returned.  
These new staff members bring a breath of fresh air with their motivation and positive energy. 
 
The organizational changes were huge - implementing a new Apprenticeship training stream into 
the Adult Education & Employment Program, learning the new Essential Skills curriculum and 
preparing the students for their next journey into the apprenticeship field with the ongoing support 
they continue to receive from Urban Circle not to mention the ongoing changes in the Life Skills and 
Cultural curriculum with the Elders bringing back the teachings of our Medicine Wheel.  Our Elders 
ensure that we do not ever lose the importance of our history, our culture that builds our identity in 
this year of reconciliation.  Our Elders have brought us back to the beginning to our roots when 
Urban Circle began 25 years ago, never forgetting these important teachings.  We have undertaken 
the restructuring of our program content with Urban Circle now delivering all Grade 12 High School 
Credits in our Mature Grade 12 Diploma program.  It is very exciting to have introduced the 2 new 
courses in that program: Current Topics in First Nations, Metis and Inuit Studies and Cinema as a 
Witness to Modern History.  The students are thriving in these courses as it brings them closer to 
learning more about our Culture.  Our Elders are on-site almost every week for our students for in 
class teachings and one-on-one counselling. Our funders understand this and assist us to continue 
to strengthen the much needed Cultural areas within these times of reconciliation.   
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We also want to send out our love to our beautiful Elder, Stella Blackbird who officially announced 
her retirement this year in April 2016.  She has given so much of her time, energy and love to our 
centre.  We know that Stella’s teachings are always going to be the heart-beat of Urban Circle and 
will always be within our spirits and heart.  Stella may have officially announced her retirement but 
she will always be invited and welcomed at Urban Circle Training Centre.  Stella continues to show 
her volunteerism and commitment by sitting on our Elders Council were she can continue to share 
her wisdom and love. 
 
This year has been a challenging year full of change.  But as these changes take place, like the 
seasons in our world, they bring beauty and revitalization.  Thank you to everyone for your 
commitment and hard work to continue to make Urban Circle the best it can be - an “Adult Learning 
Centre that Makes a Difference!” 
 
In friendship & love, 
 
Haven Stumpf 
Director of Operations  
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Message from the Director of Finance and Development 
 
 
The 2015-16 year has been one of challenge and opportunity. Since its inception, Urban Circle has 
been living the recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Report as we follow 
the guidance of our Elders in the painful but life-giving work of speaking the truth about colonization 
and finding ways to move together toward healing and reconciliation. This year, new Board 
members and staff who are dedicated to Urban Circle’s holistic model have infused our spirits with 
new strength, purpose and energy, and Urban Circle has emerged stronger than ever. We are 
grateful for the wisdom and love of our Elders who never lose sight of Creator’s vision, to our Board 
who are the keepers of that vision, to both the long-time and new staff members who continue to go 
the extra mile for our students and community, to all our institutional and community partners, our 
employers and funders who open up pathways of opportunity for our students and especially for our 
students and graduates whose courage never fails to inspire us all. Here are some of the highlights 
of the 2015-16 year at Urban Circle from the Finance and Development perspective: 
 
 
1. Renegotiation of Multi-Year Agreement – this was the year that Urban Circle’s multi-year 
agreement with the Province of Manitoba was up for renewal and we are happy to report that the 
negotiations were favorable due in large part to the longstanding trust that has developed between 
Manitoba Education and Training and Urban Circle. This agreement represents the largest portion 
of Urban Circle’s funding and we are grateful to have the financial stability we need to plan for the 
future. We have also expanded our SPRS reporting to capture the many services that Urban Circle 
students receive while they are in training, and this in turn more accurately reflects the individual 
and collective success of our students. We have also begun the fine-tuning of our financial record 
keeping and have developed projected cash flows to 2019-2020. 
 
2. Long-term Financial Sustainability – this year we undertook a complete review of Urban 
Circle’s budget income and expenditures with an eye to the organization’s long-term sustainability. 
The Director of Development worked with the Director of Operations and the Education Coordinator 
to put forward recommendations to the Board regarding the re-structuring of Urban Circle to ensure 
maximum efficiencies and to resolve a number of issues left over from the previous administration. 
Examples of restructuring included greater efficiencies in staffing that were guided by our holistic 
model of education and budget constraints; a review of all existing contracts for building and service 
expenditures; the negotiation of a formal rental agreement with Makoonsag Intergenerational 
Children’s Centre, Inc.; renewing the lease agreement with the University of Winnipeg, 
renegotiating License Agreements with Red River College, renewing United Way contracts for 
Saving Circle and our annual cultural grant, revising Richardson Foundation Essential Skills grant 
and completing all interior and exterior  renovations on Urban Circle’s adjoining buildings including 
interior and exterior painting, covers for window wells, electrical upgrades. This past year saw the 
beginning of a major review and streamlining of all building expenditures including refuse collection, 
mechanical service contract, insurance contracts, security contracts, photocopier leasing and 
servicing agreements, elevator maintenance agreements.  
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3. Grant from Family Services – Urban Circle applied in May 2015 for a grant offered to 
Indigenous organizations doing exemplary work with families who needed to increase their 
administrative capacity. This was set up in response to the recommendations of the Hughes Inquiry. 
We submitted a proposal immediately and Urban Circle was one of 5 Indigenous organizations 
awarded a grant of $100,000. This was extremely timely as it allowed us to hire additional staff for 
the development and implementation of the apprenticeship stream of our Adult Education and 
Employment Program. We were told that this grant would be given in perpetuity as long as we 
provide ongoing accountability and positive outcomes.  
 
4. Development of the Andrew Paterson First Nations Apprenticeship Program – as 
mentioned in last year’s AGM report, Urban Circle applied 
successfully to the Urban Partnerships Agreement administered by 
the National and Manitoba Associations of Friendship Centres for a 
grant of $108,796 to develop and begin implementation of the Andrew 
Paterson First Nation Apprenticeship Program. Although this was only 
a one-time grant, it was sufficient for Urban Circle to hire the 
administrative capacity we needed for one year to move forward with 
Mr. Paterson’s vision. We were honoured to have Andrew Paterson 
and his family as our special guests at our Winter Solstice Ceremony 
in December 2015. Mr. Paterson presented us with the first $100,000 
of our $1 million grant, to be used exclusively for direct financial 
support of apprenticeship students who applied successfully to this 
fund. Recruitment for 12 students seeking a career in the trades had 
already begun and in January 2016 the first class was in place, staff 
were hired and an Essential Skills component, targeted to trades-
related literacy and numeracy, was developed with Essential Skills 
Manitoba funded through Apprenticeship Manitoba. All 12 students in 
the Apprenticeship stream successfully completed their Mature Grade 12 thanks to their 
determination and the amazing commitment of the Apprenticeship staff and the entire Urban Circle 
team. At the end of June 2015, 10 of the 12 graduates were heading for trades training leading to 
Red Seal certification – 3 in carpentry, 1 in painting/decorating and 6 in pipefitter/sprinkler installer 
pre-apprenticeship training. A huge thank you goes to Andrew Paterson for his vision, his 
generosity and tangible support that made this program possible. We know this program will 
continue for many more years to come. 
 
 5. Grant of $10,000 from Manitoba Indigenous and Northern Affairs – the report for Urban 
Circle’s first grant of $10,000 toward intergenerational programming was completed this year and 
the application for the second $10,000 was submitted and was successful. This is a 3-year 
commitment from INA Manitoba and will continue to support our intergenerational Indigenous 
Language Program. 
 
6. Makoonsag Indigenous Language Program – Urban Circle successfully piloted our first 
Indigenous Language Program in 2015-16 at our Makoonsag Intergenerational Children’s Centre. 
This was initiated by a generous grant of $15, 445 from Manitoba Early Learning and Childcare and 
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supplemented with the grant from Manitoba Indigenous and Northern Affairs.  An Indigenous 
Language Consultant, Wanda Barker, was hired to work with the Elders to design the program and 
assist an Indigenous teacher to implement it. In addition to the children’s direct involvement, 
parents participated in a series of workshops with their children to enhance Indigenous language 
through play, food preparation and sharing, traditional singing, dancing and drumming. We plan to 
offer this program again in 2016-17. 
 
7. Other – a great deal of energy was expended this year assisting with the recruitment and hiring 
of new staff,  policy revisions/updates, staff development and team building, presentations to 
funders, donors and community.  
 
In closing, we give thanks to Creator for guiding us through a very challenging year. Change can be 
positive and with the help of our Elders, Board, staff team, institutional and community partners, 
employers and funders we made it through. Special thanks to our Director of Operations, Haven 
Stumpf, who has worked tirelessly in her new leadership role to ensure that we stay on track with 
our holistic model of education that is grounded in Indigenous knowledge and ways of being. Urban 
Circle has emerged from 2015-16 stronger than ever and we will continue to stand tall for our 
students, our families and our community for generations to come. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Eleanor Thompson 
Director of Finance and Development  
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Programs 
 

 

 
Adult Education and Employment 
Program 
 

Program Team: Norma Guiboche, Allan Jolly, Tricia 
Dano, Kayla Sittler 
 

 
 

This 6 month Mature Grade 12 Diploma is offered twice a year to 
our community members by entering the program with a minimum 
of 2 high school credits. This was in response to a community 
need for those who want to finish their Mature Grade 12 
Diploma at a faster rate. While earning their credits at the 
grades 11 and 12 levels, students are able to improve their 
educational and employment skills and make plans for entering 
into the workforce or continuing on to post-secondary education 
upon graduation. This year from July to December 2015, Urban 
Circle offered an apprenticeship stream as part of the Adult 
Education and Employment. 12 Students were recruited for this 
stream and all 13 completed their Mature Grade 12 Diploma with 
10 graduates moving on into apprenticeship position leading to Golf 
Seal Certification  
 
 

 The July – December 2015 Program was successful in 
graduating a total of 22 students. 
 

 The January –  June 2016 Program was successful in 
graduating a total of 23 students.  
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Educational Assistant Program 
 

Program Team: Aiden Todd, Nadera Nowrang  
 

 

The Educational Assistant Program of 2015-2016 led us 

into the Fourth year of our innovative approach to 

mentoring and educational assistant preparation. 

Together with the Winnipeg School Division and Seven 

Oaks School Division, we were able to provide our 

students with enhanced practicum experiences through 

our In-School Mentor component of the Educational 

Assistant Program. Eight early 

and middle years schools welcomed in our students and allowed them to build on the 
academic and life skills they learned in our classrooms.  
 

It is with great pride that we acknowledge the numerous graduates from this program 
teacher who are continuing on in their post-secondary studies through the Community 
Aboriginal Teacher Education Programs (CATEP) in the Winnipeg and Seven Oaks School 
Divisions and through the University of Winnipeg. We are truly confident that all of these 
individuals will become excellent and inspiring teachers who will bring the knowledge and 
understanding of our Aboriginal cultures to the children and youth that they work with! 
 

 The August /15 – July /16 Program was successful in graduating a total 19 
Students Graduated  

 
Family Support Worker / FASD Program 

 

Program Team: Pat Berney, Erin Stranger 
 

 

On December 2015, Urban Circle Training Centre was pleased to present ? Family Support 
Worker graduates with their dual certificates.  After working hard for over 11  months,  these 
deserving individuals left us to take their skills and knowledge back to the community. 

 

 One month later, our Centre was pleased to 
welcome in ? new Family Support Worker 
students to the 2015 program. These students 
are currently hard at work finishing their 
academics and beginning their on-the-job 
training at agencies throughout the city. 

 

The Family Support Worker program staff has 
spend time updating the course content and 
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curriculum, and developing their own professional knowledge, in order to ensure their 
students receive the most recent and reliable training and information. Graduates from the 
Family Support Worker/FASD class continue to be hired for well-paying positions within our 
community – and we are so happy to see that our students are making such a difference! 

 

Health Care Aide / Health Unit Clerk Program 
 

Program Team: Jan Seifert, Tina Chartrand 

 
The Health Care Aide/Health Unit Clerk Program is the longest running program was 
developed in 1991 and has now been running for 20 consecutive years, grew from a direct 
need in the community to see Aboriginal people reflected in the Health Care workforce. 
This year, the program graduated 21 new Health Care Aides/Health Unit Clerks, with 
many being offered employment before the end of their practicum! 
 

 

Working closely with  personal  care  homes,  regional health authorities, the Health Sciences 
Centre of Winnipeg, and Red River College, the program staff work tirelessly to ensure that 
students are kept up-to-date with developments in the health care field and that lessons 

delivered in the classroom are progressive, 
culturally appropriate, and fun! 
 
 

 

  

 

 

 

Saving Circle Program 
 

Facilitators: Aiden Todd, Erin Stranger, Steven Britton  

 
The 2015-2016 Saving Circle program is an extracurricular course that provides 
participants with the information and skills needed to take control of their financial 
situations. This year, household furnishings were the main purchase. Urban Circle would 
like to thank our institutional partners, SEED Winnipeg, the Assiniboine Credit Union, and 
the United Way of Winnipeg, as well as the AssetBuilders Partnership of Winnipeg, for 
their continued support for our Saving Circle Program. 
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Urban Circle Training Centre Staff, 2015-2016 
 

Urban Circle continues to be blessed to have a deeply committed staff team who love and 

honour our students - the heart of our Centre. The 2015-2016 staff team included the 

following individuals: 
 

Operations Team 
 

Haven Stumpf – Director of Operations   

Eleanor Thompson – Founder, Director of Finance and Development  

       Patti Wandowich  – Intake Co-ordinator/ Recruiter/ Community Liaison 

Denise Balliet – Financial Accountant 

Steve Britten –Education Co-ordinator 

Vikkie Brown – Administrative Assistant  

Jennifer Tuckanow - Receptionist 

Kayla Sittler – Administrative Assistant (AEEP/ Apprenticeship Program) 

 

Life Skills Coaches / Program Counselors 
 

Erin Stranger – Family Support Worker/FASD Program & Senior Life Skills Coach  
 

Aiden Todd – Educational Assistant Program 
 
Tina Chartrand- Health Care Aide/ Health Unit Clerk Program 
 
 

       Tricia Dano- Apprenticeship Program  
 
Mitch Bourbonniere – Special Resource Consultant  

 

Instructors / Teachers / Work Placement Coordinators 

Pat Berney – Family Support Worker/FASD Program 

Jan Seifert – Health Care Aide/Health Unit Clerk Program 
 

Allan Jolly – Adult Education and Employment Program 
 

Norma Guiboche – Adult Education and Employment Program 
 

Nadera Nowrang – Educational Assistant Program 
  

Volunteer (s) 
 
William Cheater (AEEP Academic Tutor
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SOUTH 

Staff 

     Mental 
NORTH 

Board 

Urban Circle Training Centre Board of Directors, 2015-2016 
 
 
 

Urban Circle is accountable to the Board of Directors who contributed many volunteer hours to 

set policy and provide direction for the organization and support for the staff team. The Board of 

Directors and Elders Council for the 2015-2016 program year was as follows: 
 

 
 
 
 
Elders’ Council  
 

Stella Blackbird   

Ann Callahan   

Audrey Bone  

Glady Marinko 

 
 
Board of Directors  
 
Bonnie Macdonell – Co-
Chairperson 
 

Vern Dano – Co-Chairperson 
 

      Rick Lavallee – Member  

Jaye White – Member  

Jamie Koshyk – Member 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Physical 
EAST 
 
 EAC 

      Members 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

ELDERS 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
     Spiritual 

WEST 

Students 

Olga Rusnak -Member 
 

Wendy Prince- Member  
   
Mina McKay- Member 
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Funders and Partners 
 

Urban Circle Training Centre Inc. 
 

PROGRAM FUNDERS 
 

Province of Manitoba 
 

 Manitoba Employment Assistance Services 
 

 Manitoba Neighbourhoods Alive!  
 

 Manitoba Employment & Income Assistance 
 

 Manitoba Industry Training & Employment Services 
 
 

Advanced Education & Literacy 
 

 Manitoba Adult Learning & Literacy 
 

 

Centre for Aboriginal Human Resource Development 
 

 
Manitoba Métis Federation Inc. 
 

  Winnipeg Métis Employment & Training 
 

  Interlake Métis Employment & Training 
 

 
 

EXTRACURRICULAR PROJECT SUPPORT 
 

United Way of Winnipeg    
Bill & Shirley Loewen Foundation 
The United Way Richardson Essential Skills 
Manitoba Aboriginal Affairs & Northern Development 
Andrew Paterson First Nations apprenticeship Fund  
Urban Partnership-  Manitoba Association of friendship Centre  

 
 

INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS 
 

Red River College Seven Oaks School Division 
 

Winnipeg School Division YWCA- Toronto 
 

Health Sciences Centre Manitoba Early Learning & Childcare 
 

Urban Circle also acknowledges the personal and financial supports for many students, including 
Canada Employment Insurance, the Worker’s Compensation Board, First Nations bands and tribal 
councils, education authorities and other Aboriginal Human Resource Development Agreement 
holders. 
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Employer Advisory Committees 
 

Urban Circle is honoured to have four strong e m p lo ye r  advisory committees who support 
and promote our work.  They provide valuable insight for each program.  Membership to date 
includes the following representatives: 
 

 

Adult Education & Employment Programs – Employer Advisory  Committee  

Assiniboine Credit Union Manitoba Hydro    
Children & Youth Opportunities, Government of MB  

Citizens’ Bridge       City of Winnipeg  

Corrections, Government of MB     Dufferin School  

Health Sciences Centre Lloyd’s Quick Printing 
 

Manitoba Liquor & Lotteries Corporation Manitoba Public Insurance 
 

Red River College Royal Bank of Canada 
 

Safe Workers of Tomorrow University of Manitoba  
 

University of Winnipeg Vector Construction Ltd. 
 

Winnipeg Technical College Workers Compensation Board of Manitoba 
 

 
 

Health Care Aide/Health Unit Clerk Program – Employer Advisory Committee 
 

Alzheimer Society of Manitoba Deer Lodge Centre 
 

Health Action Centre Holy Family Nursing Home 
 

Interlake Regional Health Authority Luther Home 
 

Manitoba Chamber of Commerce Red River College 
 

River East Personal Care Home Riverview Health Centre 
 

Seven Oaks General Hospital St. Amant Centre 
 

St. Boniface General Hospital St. Joseph’s Residence Inc. 
 

Southeast Personal Care Home Winnipeg Regional Health Authority 
 
Honorary Members: 
 

Ann Thomas Callahan 

Stephanie Zamora Margaret 

(Peggy) Malone 
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Family Support Worker/FASD Program – Employer Advisory Committee  

Winnipeg Child & Family Services MaMaWiWichiItata Centre 

Healthy Start for Mom & Me Marymound, Inc. 

B & L Resources Ndinawe Youth Centre 
 

Red River College – Community Services St. Amant Centre 
 

Wolseley Family Place Aboriginal Health Wellness Centre 
 

Sandy Bay Child and Family Services  
 

Specialized Adolescent Treatment Home (SATH) 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Educational Assistant Program - Employer Advisory Committee 
 

Seven Oaks School Division Winnipeg School Division 

Red River College St. Amant Centre  

Elwick Community School University of Winnipeg Dufferin School 

École Leila North Community School O.V. Jewitt Community School   

Arthur E. Wright Community School Niji Mahkwa School 

Sister Macnamara School  
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Student Presentations 
 

 

Adult Education & Employment Program  
 

 
Student#1  
 
Hello, my name is Henry McKay. My spirit name is Standing Black Bear from the wolf clan. I have 
been a student here at urban Circle Training Centre Since July 2016. I would like to start by saying 
that it has been a pleasure being a student here. Personally, Urban Circle has been a very good 
school for me because it is where someone can feel comfortable in pursuing their grade 12 and or 
further education.  
 
Here at Urban Circle the students are expected to participate in a life skills course. The course 
combines the traditional Native Culture with main stream academics: Urban Circle has found a way 
to combine both teaching tools harmoniously that works really well.. Life Skills helps ease my 
trepidation about returning to school and was very effective in helping me transition from working to 
become a student and played a big role in my personal life too. The teachings we received in Life 
skills has given me hope for the future. Before coming here, I was stuck in life and not moving 
forward being at Urban Circle has given me a different perspective and opened my mind to all the 
possibilities in life. 
 
The culture aspect of Urban Circle really gives the school a community feel, where everyone is 
welcome no matter where they are coming from. I have always been into our culture as a teen, but 
stopped practicing that lifestyle for seven years prior to being here. 
Urban Circle has given me that nudge I needed to get back to my culture and spiritualty, and for that 
I am truly thankful. After Urban Circle I plan on attending the Inner-City Social Work Program at 
University of Manitoba. Being an Ex-ward of CFS it has been lifelong dream to help our youth and 
Urban Circle has given, me the confidence to start on this Journey. 
 
Henry McKay, Student 
 
 
 
Student #2:   
 
The name Urban Circle is almost self-explanatory in the sense that it is exactly that, here in the heart 

of the north end in its setting there is a circle of sharing. This is a beautiful facility not only physically 

but with what is represents. The culture practiced here is for the benefit of the mental and spiritual 

health of each student, making UCTC a safe and sacred space. Beginning each day with a smudge 

and prayer was a reconnecting and cleansing experience; it is so rare for an academic setting but 
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has made a difference in my learning journey. Working and learning from the elders is knowledge I 

will cherish. It has brought me back to my roots and I plan on staying connected and continuing my 

journey on the red road. When it comes to the life skills aspect of the program we learned or had 

been reminded of how to interact with people and understand ourselves better. I faced some issues 

that troubled me outside of the program and when I approached the life skills coach he welcomed 

me into his office and helped, me navigate through my emotions. Without that one on one 

counselling and understanding the troubles I had may have become detrimental on my learning 

process. I am, truly grateful for knowledge I have gained and having the opportunity to be a part of 

Urban Circle Family.  

When I look back on where I was before my program and compare it to where I am now I can seea 

very visible change. Before my program I was lost and although I may have had all of the tools 

needed to become a strong Ojibway woman I would not have been able to harness these tools. 

Urban Circle has given me a sense of Identity. With completing my grade twelve I have also learned 

many valuable things apart from the academics. The medicine teachings made me realize my 

passion and had awoken a yearning from traditions knowledge. I feel as if I am connected in all four 

aspects of my being, spiritually, mentally, physically and emotionally. I am so very blessed and 

thankful for this and I would encourage anyone interested in attending UCTC 

I am a single mother to a four year old girl; she way my purpose and driving force behind the need to 

complete my grade 12. Before attending UCTC I would have never considered university but since 

completing the academics and reconnecting to myself in my time in my time here I have come to 

realize that I am capable of attending university. My plan is to apply to the University of Winnipeg for 

the fall session of 2017. I also plan on attending the medicine eagle camp hosted by the resident 

elder this summer. I am Creating a healthy future for my daughter and I and urban circle was the 

start of my journey. Many meegwetches.  

 

The warmest regards,  

Maya Nabigon, Student  
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Education Assistant Program 
 

 

 

Student#1 

I have had many dreams in my youth. I aspired of fame and fortune as a rock star, shooting the 

game winning shot in Game 7 in the NBA, a cartoonist and even a real estate mogul (like you 

know who). Today I’m making one of my dreams a reality. I am fulfilling a dream to be able to 

make a difference in my community, with our youth.  

My name is Hayden LaRiviere; I am a 28-year-old father of two young sons. I live, work, volunteer 

and attend school in the North end of Winnipeg and wouldn’t trade it for any other sector in our 

great city. I’m a student in the Educational Assistant Program at Urban Circle Training Centre; 

and have been since August 2016. After completion of this course I intend to further my education 

and become a teacher.  

As a child, my father used to show me his weathered, calloused hands every so often. He would 

ask me if I wanted my hands to look like his when I’m an adult? I always answered with no and he 

would reply with a message of the importance of getting a university education; so my hands 

would not look like his. He didn’t explain exactly what he meant by that; but he would always 

deliver these ominous quotes that were up for interpretation. 

I was never one to believe in the laws of attraction or the “universe working in mysterious ways” 

but the chance of me ending up at Urban Circle sincerely had me thinking about those concepts. 

I’ve spent most of my educational journey focusing on the analytical side of things. I relied on 

statistics and factual evidence more than my emotions or my personal beliefs. I was raised to be 

strong; Physically, mentally, and emotionally. Any sign of sensitivity is a sign of weakness. 

Survival of the fittest in the concrete jungle. Urban Circle assisted me in uncovering the lid of 

vulnerability in myself and give me reassurance that being honest with my feelings doesn’t 

necessarily mean weakness; but the opposite of that.  

The beginning of my journey at Urban Circle was very different from any other course I’ve 

experienced. I walked into the classroom and wondered where the desks were? The chairs were 

formed in a circle and the few strangers in the classroom were sitting in chairs with the same look 

of confusion on their face as mine. As 9:00 am approached, more strangers entered the room and 

the classroom was full. We were introduced to the instructors and soon after their introductions 

began that anxiety I had when I first entered the room quickly vanished. I spent my first few weeks 

at Urban Circle learning about Life Skills and how to apply them to my life. How to balance the 

stresses of life and be successful in all aspects of it. 
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There were days in the first couple weeks that I was very frustrated. The best way I can describe 

it is like a battle between my mind and my heart. Trying to find the courage to open up and be 

honest with myself. I was letting these complete strangers into my world and expecting them to 

care. The funny thing was is that they did. The Life Skills component of our course galvanized a 

group of strangers into a team of friends. The more we shared, the closer we became. The road 

isn’t always smooth but with the knowledge we acquired in Life Skills we could find common 

ground and compromise.  

Today we spend most of our days focussing more on the academic side of things. We are offered 

a refresher course of the academics in a classroom and the different roles an Educational 

Assistant plays in a school setting. We have learned different approaches to take with the 

students we will work for. We gained knowledge on why some students may act the way they do, 

how to mediate conflict responsibility and create relationships along the way. 

A theme that has been prevalent in my life journey has been spiritual. I grew up with faith in a 

higher power but couldn’t find the right avenue to channel my belief. As hard as I tried I could 

never commit to organized religion. It never felt natural to me. I never grew up smudging or 

praying to Creator. I was never taught to do so. The answer was “ALWAYS in the book”.  

Urban Circle has given me a space to smudge and begin my day with a prayer to Creator. Urban 

Circle has given me a space to pick medicines and participate in my first sweat. My true ideas of 

faith were confirmed at Urban Circle and I cannot put into words how grateful I am for that. I feel 

privileged to be here today and motivated to blaze the trail in the name of my ancestors. I may not 

be a rock star, a NBA all-star, a cartoonist, or own multiple properties but I’m still living a dream. 

 

Thank you, 

Yellow Thundersky  

    Otter Clan 

  

Student Hayden LaRiviere , Student 
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Student #2:   

Good Afternoon everyone, my name is Dakota Brooks, my spirit name is “Red Wind Women” of the 

Crane Clan. I’m a 20 year old woman from Long Plains First Nations. I was born here in Winnipeg at 

St. Boniface Hospital. I have never lived on my reservation, only visited. My parents were traditional 

as I remember growing up but at some point when we moved to Portage La Prairie in 2002, that’s 

when they started to follow the Christian Religion and I lost my traditional ways growing up.  

When I graduated from Gordon Bell High School in 2014, I immediately went into post-secondary at 

YellowQuill College, where I took the Business Certification Course. I always dreamed of becoming 

an accountant. However, early spring 2014 my father had passed away. I was still dealing with home 

life, stress and coping with the loss of my parent, I ended up withdrawing. I lost my chance to 

become an accountant. I ended up not making friends there and I definitely felt like I wasn’t feeling 

welcomed or included. I knew however something good will come out this and I’ll be able to return to 

finish my course. 

So fast forwarded 2 years of myself trying to get band funding, student loans, anything possible. I 

couldn’t find tuition money for school or even for my books. In this recent August 2016 I had an 

appointment with EIA after taking Work Essentials, to see if I qualified to be given supports to 

continue my classes at YellowQuill. 15 minutes later I walked out of the building trying not to be 

upset because I had been told I didn’t qualify. 

Later that afternoon I was at my friend’s house scrolling through Facebook when I had seen a post 

shared by another group I’m in and it was from Urban Circle Training Centre’s Facebook Page. I was 

reading it and they were looking for more students to apply and I was like “No way, really?” and I 

kept reading and it said they were looking for students on EIA. So the next day I woke up early and 

did some errands, eventually I came to Urban Circle and asked for an application. After collecting all 

my documents and references within 3 days, I applied and got accepted. Now I am here taking the 

Educational Assistant Program and I absolutely love it here. You get so much support from the staff 

and elders. You feel so loved. 

I, myself, rarely ever smudged in my life. The last time I smudged was in grade 9 for native studies 

class but here at Urban Circle; we do it every day and we do circle check to check how you and your 

classmates are feeling. 

I have attended my first sweat and am getting back in touch with my traditional culture; I even got to 

experience my second naming ceremony here recently which is, Red Wind Women. 
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I feel such a connection here and I always feel welcomed. The Life Skills classes at the beginning of 

the program really helped my classmates and I open up to each other, which other schools don’t 

have as an option.  

The academics are very good as well; I have learned that there is much more to Educational 

Assistants than meets the eye. They are very important role models to students and develop very 

good relationships with all kinds of students to keep learning, no matter who they are and if they are 

exceptional or not.  

I feel safe here and I feel like I could really finish the Educational Assistant Program. My Instructor, 

Nadera Nowrang, and Life Skills Coach, Brianne Sand, are so inviting and a pleasure to talk too. If 

you’re bothered and want to talk, you can ask to talk to them and they’ll listen. The other staffs are 

amazing as well and everyone always seems to be happy and smiling. 

I really look forward to graduating from Urban Circle and hope to feel proud that I have graduated 

from such a great place in the near future. 

So, miigwetch for listening and have a good day everyone.  

 

Dakota Brooks, Student  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Family Support Worker/FASD Program      
 

Stephanie Wesley, Student & Thane Rowntree, Student  
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Health Care Aide/Health Unit Clerk Program      
 

Student #1:   

My name is Embiny McDonald. I’m a 20 year old Ojibwe woman born in Winnipeg, from the White 

Dog reserve, but raised just outside the city in a foster family I was placed with when I was 

reprimanded from my biological mother at the age of four. They’ve raised me since then and I owe 

who I am today and my successes thus far to them. 

Because of my difficult beginning in life and the new life my parents gave me, my drive comes from 

defying ignorant stereotypes and giving back in any way I can to the best of my abilities; my favourite 

being taking care of people. As a result, after graduating from high school I went straight into pre-

Psychiatric Nursing but dropped out after a few months. Over the next year and a half I lost myself. 

The path I was on became dark and I dint have a light to guide me. I thought about death a lot 

became tangled in self-destructive things. One day in the middle of August I woke up and the world 

felt different somehow, like anything could happen because some sort of positive force was 

converging. And it did.  

When i got home that day my mom told me Urban Circle had called for my younger sister saying 

there were spots still available in the Health Care Aide/Unit Clerk Program. My mom told them my 

sister was no longer interested but she had another daughter who was!  I wasn’t planning on 

applying until next year but that phone called couldn’t have come at a more perfect time. Someone 

knew I needed this. You see, my spirit had been reduced to nothing but smoldering coals. 

The following week, on my birthday actually, Urban Circle told me I had been rejected and I cried. 

But after some clarifications and emails between my mom, social worker and Urban Circle they 

called back a few hours later to congratulate me on my acceptance. I was to start in five days.  

Everything slid perfectly into place. Something in me knew there was a reason why my life had taken 

an abrupt turn again, and for the better at that. It was as if I had been drowning but didn’t realize it 

until I’d been pulled out of the water and could breathe again. I felt like exponential change was on 

the horizon and that something significant was going to happen in my time here. And it has, so much 

has already in a short three months.  

I am the happiest I’ve been. I am the most exhausted too but they joy this place brings me makes up 

for every bit of it. I look forward to coming to school seeing my classmates and instructors, to learn 

and laugh with them 
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I’ve struggled with depression for years: something was always missing. I couldn’t find my serenity 

anywhere because it always seemed to slip though my fingers. But I’ve found my serenity here in 

this building, with these people, and in our traditions. They taught, me how to hold onto that. I had 

my first sweat here and the pure, unadulterated contentment the surrounded my soul during the 

ceremony made me tear up with happiness because finally, finally, I was at peace. Every day the 

passes, with every smudge and every smile I become stronger. This place has saved my spirit, like a 

phoenix rising from the ashes. They have been the light that suddenly illuminated my path again. I’m 

proud of saying I go to Urban Circle. I’m proud of being an indigenous woman taught by indigenous 

people in an indigenous way. Urban Circle saves lives. It’s certainly saved mine. 

 Embiny McDonald, Student 

 

 

 

Student #2:   

Hello my name is Haven Belhumeur, I am 21 Metis, I am currently training as a Health Care Aide, 

and my father is Ojibwe, my mother a metis and she went to Urban Circle too back in the late 

nineties and early tow thousands as well. 

Before my life here at Urban Circle started I was a mess, earlier this year I had become homeless 

and lost my Job as a warehouse worker due  to company reorganization, after that I had nothing, no 

home, no car and it didn’t help either that my view of the world was bleak, I was very negative and 

hopeless that finding a job with my current credentials would be impossible and some people lead 

me on only to drop me later, because of this I had given up finding a career and a future. I had 

difficulties seeking help and assistance because as a native and a man I felt as though I was 

admitting to my weakness for everyone is my family and friends to see, that I was weak and 

homeless and not a man but a child I suppose. 

After many years my mother would always bug me that I should go back to school, that I should go 

to Urban Circle to seek education, she said this to me many times before I even graduated high 

school, but because of my ignorance, stubbornness, and negativity I had declines her offers of help. 

Every time I gave up before I started, but when I became homeless, like a cornered animal I had to 

make a move it was life or death. 

So as a gamble I decided that I would go back to school, “I’M already dead might as well give it a 

shot, they can’t charge a dead man after all.” I said and thankfully my gamble had paid off I been 

accepted by Urban Circle to study in the Health Care Aide/Health Unit Clerk Program, but my 
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troubles were not over. After my failing of understanding details and payments, there was no way I 

would get my paper work and payments done before school starts. I came to Urban Circle to state 

that I wished to withdraw from the program or to find other means to pay for school, I thought that it 

was over then there that I driven myself into a hole again and I was being lead up to be dropped 

again, I had given up again. But thanks to the Urban Circle team I was able to find the time and 

resource I needed to go to school, I was very happy and excited to go back to school and today I am 

thank full to Urban Circle for giving, me the opportunity to continue my education and to hopefully 

work in the health care field either ad a health care aide or as health unit clerk. My knowledge in 

medical terminology, to caring for patients as well as meeting many interesting colleagues also 

studying with me had made my life more positive and given me a new meaning in life, there are still 

many more obstacles ahead but I believe with the mew mindset I have today I can achieve my goals 

and maybe more later in life. So I suggest that those who feel like I did many months ago to try and 

apply you never know. A gamble can always payoff with a fortune of a life time.  

 

Haven Belhumeur, Student 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

Wednesday, November 25
th

, 2015 at 3:00 p.m. 

 

AGENDA 
 

1. Opening Prayer & Smudge – Elders Stella Blackbird, Audrey Bone & Elders Helper Gladys 

Marinko 

2.  Ratification of New Board Members 

 - Gladys Marinko, UCTC Alumni (Elders Helper) 

 - Vern Dano, UCTC Alumni (Start date April 1, 2016) 
 

3.  Approval of Agenda 

4.  Approval of 2014 Annual General Meeting Minutes 

5.  Presentation of Audited Financial Statements – Tyler Jurkowski, CPA, CA from   

    The Exchange Group 
 

6.  Motion to appoint 2015-16 auditors 
 

7.  Co-Chairperson’ Report –Bonnie Macdonell 

8.  Director of Development’s Report – Eleanor Thompson 

9.  Program Presentations: 

 Adult Education & Employment Program: Jeannine Bruce 

 Educational Assistant Program: Janice Houle & Gordon McNabb  

 Health Care Aide/Health Unit Clerk Program: Bridgette Giselle Dick & Suzanne Smith 

 Family Support Worker/FASD Program: Hazel Yade & Dominick Thomas 

 

10.  Motion to adjourn 

11.  Refreshments 
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Urban Circle Training Centre Inc. 
Annual General Meeting 

November 25, 2015 at 3 p.m. 
 

1. Opening Prayer 
2. Ratification of New Board Members 

Vern Dano will join the Board in April 2016 
All in favour 

3. Approval of agenda –  Moved : Gord McNabb 
     2nd: Christine Daniels 
 All in favor. Motion Carried. 
 

4. Approval of minutes of last year AGM 2014 
Moved: Tina Chartrand 
2nd: Norm Guiboche 
All in favor. Motion Carried. 

 
5. Presentation of Audited Financial Statements – Tyler Jurkowski and Danielle from The Exchange 

Group Chartered Accountants 
 

6. Motion to approve June 2015 audited financial statements and to appoint 2015-16 Auditors: 
 

Moved: Denise Balliet 
2nd: Stella Blackbird 
All in favor. Motion Carried. 
 

 
7. Co-Chairperson Report – Bonnie Macdonell 

Bonnie thanked the students, staff, Elders, funders, Employer Advisory Committee members for their 
dedication to Urban Circle. It has been a challenging year but we are seeing this as an opportunity to 
restructure Urban Circle to get back to our holistic model of education. This includes financial 
restructuring that will ensure our organization is able to remain within budget constraints for a 
sustainable financial future. Bonnie recognized Elders Stella Blackbird and Ann Thomas Callahan 
who this year received Honorary Doctorate Degrees at the University of Manitoba and the University 
of Regina respectively 
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8. Director of Development Report – Eleanor Thompson 
We have excellent news in the area of development. The Paterson First Nation Apprenticeship Fund 
will be announced formally on December 17, 2015 at the Winter Solstice. This is a $1 million donation 
from Andrew Paterson of Paterson Global Foods with $100,000 flowing every year for 10 years and 
all funds to be spent on student supports. 
Eleanor thanked the students for their commitment to Urban Circle and to their studies. The upcoming 
presentations are the highlight of our AGM and remind us why we’re here. Thanks to the Elders for all 
their guidance and support, thanks to our Board who continues to volunteer their time to provide 
guidance and direction, thanks to the staff for their commitment to the wellbeing of our students and to 
our funding partners for their continued belief in Urban Circle and our community. 
 
Eleanor welcomed Vern Dano, Tricia Dano and Kayla Sittler who are working on a term contract to 
help develop the Apprenticeship program. The Apprenticeship Program will start in January as a 
stream within the Adult Education and Employment Program. We are also starting an Indigenous 
language program at Makoonsag for the children and parents. Wanda Barker from Hollow Water First 
Nation and Millie Moar from Bloodvein First Nation have been hired to develop and implement this 
program with guidance from our Elders. 
 
We also want to acknowledge the donations from United Way Winnipeg through the Essential Needs 
Program, the Saving Circle Program, the Aboriginal Capacity Building Program and the $10,000 
annually in core funding. Urban Circle is fortunate to have many individual donors who continue to 
support the cultural programming and Urban Circle’s graduations. 
 

9. Student Presentations: 
• Adult Education and Employment Program: Jeannine Bruce and Phillip Mann 
• Educational Assistant Program: Janice Houle and Gordon McNabb 
• Health Care Aide/Health Unit Clerk Program: Bridgette Dick and Suzanne Smith 
• Family Support Worker Program: Hazel Yade and Dominick Thomas 
 

10. Motion to adjourn 
Moved: Phillip Mann 
2nd: Janice Houle 
 

11. Refreshments 
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